Cautionary

TALES
TODD WHITE

Beware of first impressions. . .

In the new collection from Todd White, nothing is
quite what it seems. Native American warriors are
disguised as suited businessman, fashionable models
are spray can-wielding graffiti artists, and the
femme fatale is more fatale than femme…

SUITED
FOR WAR
Embellished Canvas on Board Edition of 135 • 26” x 26” • £1,595
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“My travels have taken me to meetings with
some really high profile businessmen. They
often talk about themselves in meetings,
courts and negotiations in the kind of
language that sounds as if they’ve gone to
war. In a way I guess they have: the strategy,
the commitment, the flanking and the battle.
I combined the American Indian warrior
in full war paint face with the modern
businessman and loved the way this all
came together and the final result.”

Todd White is one of those people who simply seem to
have it all; looks, charm, wit, talent… and a distinctive
style and down to earth personality that have won him
an international reputation. Over in the States he is a
household name, and he also has a large and devoted
army of admirers in the UK, with celebrity collectors
including P Diddy, Sharon Stone, Jimmy White, Catherine
Zeta Jones, Vin Diesel, Sylvester Stallone, Abbey Clancy,
David Dunn and the late Hugh Hefner. He is the artist of
choice for the world’s most high profile showbiz events
including the GRAMMY® Awards and the Warner Bros
Wizard of Oz 70th anniversary celebration, and was
honoured with the Diana Princess of Wales award Gold
Medal for services to the Diana Awards charity.

VENICE
Embellished Canvas on Board Edition of 100 • 12” x 23” • £995
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“This piece is inspired and named after Venice Beach - a
place that is mostly dirty and disgusting with only spots
of beauty, but it’s the spot of beauty we remember the
most. It’s a creative hub and a popular spot for fashion
photography. I wanted to use this piece to put something
beautiful in a setting that is just a mess. Over the 28
years I lived in LA I saw plenty of photo shoots and, as
a creative hub, Venice Beach was often favoured by
fashion photographers. One of my friends was shooting
here when the Model grabbed a can of spray paint and
hits the walls of this building, The director freaked out,
but she was as cool as the other side of the pillow. She
just dropped the can like it was scripted and kept posing
without missing a beat. I did admire her drive.”

Considering the breadth of his success and the
adulation that follows him wherever he goes, Todd
has remained remarkably self-deprecating, never
taking his collectors for granted saying:
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TAINTED
LOVE
Embellished Canvas on Board Edition of 135 • 13” x 29” • £1,395
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“Men are traditionally perceived as the predator,
but in this case the script is flipped. The warning
is right in front of you, in ink on flesh. Our girl
giving us the “shhhhh don’t tell” while the guy
below who is introducing himself, he thinks he’s
going to have his way as he’s not yet realized he
is on top of the bones of men before him. It’s
a metaphor for a powerful woman who knows
what she wants and knows how to get it and
takes no prisoners.”

